The China Questions 2: Further Readings

Why Is China America’s Favorite Threat?

How Will Emerging Technologies and Capabilities Impact Future US–China Military Competition?


How Is US Policy Toward China Made?

Is China Trying to Undermine the Liberal International Order?


Is China Changing the International Humanitarian Intervention Regime?

What Does China’s Increased Influence in Latin America Mean for the United States?


Does the Rise of China Threaten the Transatlantic Partnership?

How Will China’s National Power Evolve vis-à-vis the United States?


Is China a Challenge to US National Security?


Where Do Divergent US and Chinese Approaches to Dealing with North Korea Lead?

- Park, John. “Evaluating Sanctions Enforcement and Policy Options on North Korea.” Testimony Before the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, September 7, 2017. [https://www.banking.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Park%20Testimony%209-7-17.pdf](https://www.banking.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Park%20Testimony%209-7-17.pdf)
Why Should Americans Care about Hong Kong?

Why Did China Build and Militarize Islands in the South China Sea, and Should the United States Care?

Who Wins and Who Loses in the US–China Trade War?

- Huang, Yukon. “China has the V-shaped recovery of which Trump can only dream,” Foreign Policy, October 29, 2020.
Will the Renminbi Rival the Dollar?

How Can the United States Protect Its Intellectual Property from China’s Espionage?

Is China Catching Up with the West? Or, Why Should We Care about China’s Middle Class?

- Gustafsson, Björn, Xiuna Yang and Terry Sicular. “Catching up with the West: Chinese Pathways to the Global Middle Class.” *The China Journal* 84 (July 2020): 102-127.
What Can the United States Learn from China about Infrastructure?


Has China Positioned Itself as a Leader in Big Tech Regulations?


What Does It Mean That China Is the First Country to Land on the Dark Side of the Moon?

What’s Me Too in China All About?

Why Should the United States Support Civil Society in China and How?

Should American Universities Engage with China?

Why Is Chinese Popular Culture Not So Popular Outside of China?

What Can Western Audiences Learn about China from Its Twenty-First Century Writers?

Does Religion Matter in Bilateral Relations?

How Does the Past Serve the Present in Today’s China?

Does Race Matter in US–China Relations?


